
PART II

The arrangement of four '19’ pillars set against four '17’ pillars is, of course, the 
asymmetric ‘flaw’ that has led us to suspect a hidden mathematical meaning. It seems 
reasonable to assume the math itself is bound up with this very same un-eveness. 
Might it indicate a fraction? 76 flutes (4 '19’ pillars) against 68 flutes  (4 '17’ pillars)?

Looking at it sideways may help those of us with western sensibilities to see how it 
suggests a fraction.

�

We have no idea if the ancient Egyptians thought this way but testing it seems 
promising:

Section B ii =

four 19 pillars  76
––––––––––– = –––
four 17 pillars  68

Section B i x Section B ii    
8 x 17        (136) x      76 / 68  =  152

Section C
8 x 19  =  152

or:
Section B i x     Section B ii =  Section C



But why go to all that trouble to say something as simple as this? 
       (cancelling out the 17’s): 

8  x  17   x   19 
-–––––––––– -––––––––––    =   8  x  19

        17

This can’t possibly be the whole picture, though it confirms that a basic arithmetic 
function can be found by dividing Section B into parts i and ii. But imagine the amount 
of work that went into building this colonnade. Sheer common sense says there must be 
other mathematical meanings hidden within this simple grouping. One way of changing 
the outcome would be to change the relationship. For instance what’s to say the division 
between B (i) and B (ii) means only “multiply by”? If it indicated “plus” instead, would 
that produce anything significant?

Section B i        PLUS Section B ii
136     +   76 / 68 =  137.117647…

Well, this is a suspiciously accurate approximation of the inverse Fine Structure 
Constant, known as alpha (α). One of the most important and mysterious constants in 
all of physics, its most accurate known value today is 137.03999139. 

But this fractional result is dependent on the unfounded assumption that the ancient 
Egyptians viewed a L > R oriented fraction as ‘more correct than’ or ‘superior to’ a R > L 
oriented fraction! Surely, being true to the balanced guidance of Hermes Trismegistus/
Thoth, they may have intended that both sides of the fraction carry equal weight? In 
which case the other orientation of the fraction is equally important:

four 17 pillars  68
––––––––––– = –––
four 19 pillars  76

And thus:
Section B i PLUS   Section B ii
136     +     (68 / 76) =  136.894737…

If this is indeed intentional, the proper calculation must be the perfect balance of both 
fractions… which produces an even more accurate approximation of the inverse Fine 
Structure constant:

136     +     (76/68) =  137.117647…
136     +     (68/76) =  136.894737…
BALANCE         =  137.006192…



Nevertheless this is still the inverse FSC. Its true value is  ~ 1/137. Is there any 
indication the builders were aware of this? As previously noted the pillars after the 2nd 
divider are at right angles to all the other pillars of the colonnade. Following the same 
methodology then, we’re apparently confronted by another fraction.

�

four 19 pillars  76
––––––––––– = –––    = 1
four 19 pillars  76

1, or Unity, expressed as a perfectly balanced fraction, is a visual metaphor for the 
Hermetic axiom, “As above, so below”. And to the ancient Egyptians the very 
embodiment of that cosmic Unity was the Sun-God, RA.



Perhaps the design calls for us to see with Egyptian eyes? To imagine the priests 
walking westward through the colonnade towards the setting sun as they undoubtedly 
did during sacred rituals, held on the Equinoxes, honoring RA.

�

section C          1
And thus ––––––––   = –––––––––––      

       section B    137.006192 

     =  0.0072989
                  α   =  0.0072974



No longer is it the inverse value. This is actually the  Fine Structure Constant to an 
astounding level of accuracy. If this was truly the intent of the designer(s) it has 
staggering implications. How could the ancient Egyptians (at least, the ones we’ve been 
taught about) possibly know the value of the FSC? A value we only know today through 
quantum mechanics and unimaginably accurate measurements of sub-atomic particles. 

The natural tendency, at least in light of how we’ve been taught to believe in linear 
evolution (ape > caveman > us) is that this must be a fluke. Maybe the strange, 
provocative arrangement of 17’s and 19’s is mere decoration after all? Unbalanced, 
aesthetically, as well as wrong, mathematically.

But this is why I’ve been showing the parallels with the KC in the Great Pyramid. One 
isolated and, let’s face it, unlikely result does not make a convincing hypothesis. But in 
PART III we’re going back to Giza. I’m going to reveal to you a previously unsuspected 
connection between the proportions of the King’s Chamber and its only contents… the 
granite sarcophagus. And that relationship leads us simply and directly to that very 
same number, 137… the inverse Fine Structure constant, α. Strike 2!


The final straw that breaks the camel’s back is that, as Jean-Paul Bauval has pointed 
out, the middle pyramid, Khafre, is fairly shouting the number 137 in its most basic 
proportions!


Three hidden mathematical references to the same incomprehensible phenomenon?  


This is not a coincidence. 


